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robot and other software in the architecture, engineering & construction collection are designed to
help you find and solve complex problems in your projects. with the new robot structural analysis

professional, you can generate analysis results directly from your model to drive analysis and design
decisions. you can use analysis within the model or export analysis results to other applications. you

can also choose to run analysis on the specified components, parts, entities, or any part of the model.
in this article you will find the new enhancements and features briefly explained and this time, our

2022 overview also comes with a public roadmap update. the roadmap will provide a broader
perspective on what the intent is for our continuous investments in structural analysis and design. it
also provides the opportunity to ask for your contributions, as advisors, about the projects that are

under development as we look to improve your experience with robot and also help you maximize the
value from your investment in the architecture, engineering & construction collection. for the purpose
of this article, we are introducing some new features to the robot structure analysis plugin that was

originally released for autodesk simulation design professional(r) (i). we are introducing the following
new features: the new prestress software will be available as a free update for all registered users of

robot structural analysis 2021 and 2022. the update will be made available on tuesday, september 3rd
at 4:00 pm et. registration in order to access the update is quick and easy, follow the steps below to

automatically register:
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robot is a great and powerful tool. at the same time, it is also a young product. though, its functionality
has increased every single day since release. in this case, i have decided to make a second edition of
the product. after development of the latest version of the product, i came to realize that the previous

version of the product did not meet the standards required by tzb 2015 standard . i am therefore
revising the latest version of the product to add a new node specifically dedicated to calculating and
calculating the displacement-based prestressing, as well as fixing a few other bugs. please note that

the release of the software version is scheduled for the end of this month or early next month. the new
release will be version 7.0 (49376). the prestress add-in generates the loads and stresses for the three

most common configurations of the post-tensioned prestressed beam: “top-end”, “middle-end” and
“top-end expansion” prestressing systems according to the mechanical demands required for each
configuration. the prestress modeling is generated in the format expected by the robot structural
analysis software, making the data exchange with robot possible. in the present work the post-

tensioned prestressed beam model was implemented into robot 1.12, using the dms-robot-modeler-
api [1313autodesk. autodesk robot structural analysis professional 2015: robot object model, 2014.] as
an extension of the api. the last version of robot for which the extension was developed is robot 1.11.

it was concluded that the model that includes the detailed beam model and the reinforcement
representation of the entire prestressing system may present advantages in time and space for the

development of serviceability limits state stresses at the beam flanges. finally, the parameterization of
the reinforcement embedded in the beam may result in conceptual problems associated with the

interaction between the reinforcement and the formwork. in consequence, the methodology applied in
this study was in general to adopt the beam model and the reinforcement embedded within the beam
model, thereby ignoring the fact that the reinforcement can be bound to the formwork. the numerical
results of this study are shown in table [22autodesk. autodesk robot structural analysis professional

2015: robot object model, 2014.]. in such cases, when the prestressing system is not fixed, the
reinforcement of the beam should be modelled as a displacement action at the area in which the

prestressing is applied. 5ec8ef588b
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